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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
The remaining activities planned for 2001, together with some relevant events by
kindred organisations, are listed in this Newsletter. Our program includes the
enriching safari to Broken Hill from 26 - 29 October inclusive. Barbara Parker
and David Rogers, the co-organisers, together with principal guide Greg Drew,
have combined their expertise and knowledge to produce an exciting and
stimulating adventure for those going on the trip.
Our Society only exists because of participation by its members. The Oral
History and Newsletter Subcommittees are always keen to have new people in
their groups. If you are interested in joining one of the above Subcommittees,
please let us know. Such involvement provides an enjoyable and relaxing interest.
Of, you may prefer to be a supper helper,just once a year. Guides for the Glen
Osmond Mines are also required. If these activities are more to your liking,
please respond to the notices on p. 19 of this Newsletter.
The deadline for receipt of material for the December 2001 Newsletter is
20 November. If you wish to write an article or have any items, ncws11aper or
magazine cuttings, etc. (and their sources) for the Newsletter, kindly forward
them to our postal address on the inside hack cover.
Happy reading!

©

Elizabeth Rogers (l<'. ditor)
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VALE DEANE DINNING
died suddenly Saturday, 21 July 2001
The Burnside Historical Society lost a popular and valued member with the
sudden death of Deane on 21 July 2001. Deane and his wife Win joined the
Society in February 1995, after moving to Adelaide from their farming property
at Mundalla in the South-East.
Deane was an active Committee member (1995-1998), including two years as
Vice-President (1996-1998). His interest in the Society saw him being Chair of
the Program Subcommittee and Chair of the Parks and Gardens project. Even
after his resignation from the Committee due to work commitments, Deane still
continued to play a vital role in the Society's affairs, particularly with the
Program Subcommittee. Deane was one of the co-organisers of the Society's
'Tatiara Trip' in May 2000. Those ofus fortunate enough to be on that
excursion will recollect Deane's delight in introducing us to some of the spots
that were so much a part of his life history.
One of Deane's last activities before his sudden death was his enthusiastic
involvement in a display of historical photos of Burnside, which our Society
organised to mark the opening of the redeveloped Burnside CommW1ity Centre
on 8 July 2001 In addition, he made arrangements for our August tours of the
Library. Deane also organised our meeting of 16 July, when his friend from
South-East days, the Hon . Jamie Irwin, MLC, spoke to us on The Legislative
Council. Deane was present that night, and it is comforting in hindsight that he
heard, with the rest of us, a heartwarming tribute paid to him by Jamie.
Deane was ardent in all his activities. Not only was he a busy member of our
Society, but he was involved in so much else in the area. including delivering
Meals on Wheels, Zone Leader for Neighbourhood Watch, member of DulwichRose Park United Parish, and worker at Parish Print Inc. And, of course, during
his years in the South-East, he was involved with community events, service
clubs, school committees, local government, sport and more.
We were all fortunate to enjoy Deane's friendship, his unfailing natural courtesy,
his willingness to help with any request, and his good humour. It was a special
privilege to share part of his journey with him. Vale Deane.

PROGRAM

2001

The program for the remainder of 2001 is printed below.
Do remember that there are occasions, due to circumstances beyond our
control, when dates and/or speakers change from those printed in an earli?r
issue.

26 - 29 October 2001 - BROKEN HILL TRIP - a living museum
SOLD OUT!
Our thanks to all those who booked so quickly, and our apologies to those who
missed out on this excursion.
Monday, 19 November
Living in Burnside in the early 20th century - as told by Colin Harris (one of
our members) and Earl Lawrence.

Please always check the program in each Newsletter.

Monday, 17 September
Speaker:
Rob Li.Jm
The History of ETSA
Rob Li.Jm was born in Adelaide, and studied history at the University of
Adelaide. He later taught there, and at other tertiary institutions . Rob ' s many
books have covered a wide range of topics - from regional histories, to corporate
works, to general themes - and won national acclaim.
Rob's story of the Electricity Trust of SA mirrors that of our commw1 ity
Throughout the 50 years of its existence, ETSA was tossed t o and fro by the
events which have shaped South Australia In many ways it ha s, itse lf, been an
i.J1fluential force.

Monday, 15 October
How the Suburbs got their Names
Speaker:
Brian Ward
Brian, a BHS Committee member, is a fifth generation South Australian and a
graduate from Adelaide University (MA in Geography) . He is Past President
and Honorary Life Member of the Royal Geographical Society of SA where he
has been involved with various publications including regional tour guides.
Before retirement, Brian worked in Research and Plaiming at T AFE .
With such a background, Brian is an ideal person to tell us about some 25 of
Burnside's suburbs His talk, illustrated with maps and hi storica l photographs,
will encompass people, places and houses associated with th e names
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Our Society has had previous talks, and occasional tours, of some 'mansions' in
the Burnside area. But we have seldom heard the voices of those who lived an
'every-day' existence in this district. We will step back in time as Colin and
Earl describe 'history from below', and remind us of what our forebears did for
a living, where they were housed, what they thought, etc.

As this is our last monthly meeting for the year, Christmas food and drink
will be served at the conclusion of the talk. Please stay and join us

2002 PROGRAM
Our Program Subcommittee's hard work in arranging activities
for next year has produced a calendar of different and exciting events.
Details are still being finalised, but the 2002 program will include afternoon or
day visits to unique places of historic interest, with a meal when appropriate;
a challenging week-end away; and reputable speakers with diverse interests for
our monthly talks . Information about the 2002 program will be included in the
December Newsletter.
Thanks are expressed to all those who offered suggestions for next year's
program, and to the Subcommittee for their thorough attention to the ideas
received. We will all enjoy the results of their commitment.

MEETINGS of the Burnside Historical Society are held in the Burnside
Community Centre on the third Monday of each month at 8 pm unless
an alternative time or venue is notified . Visitors are always welcome.
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State History Conference -

25 - 27 May 2001

HERITAGE LANDSCAPES
Monday, 18 June 2001

Pekina, near Orroroo, is not a well-known destination these days. Even so,

175 delegates to the State History Conference headed there for something
really different this year. Accommodation for miles around was stretched to
the limit and some even camped in the town or bunked down in the former
Presbytery. The old pub (1878) is the only commercial enterprise left and
there are twelve residents. Once this town boasted a bishop, 3 priests and
nuns who taught in a boarding school. It was known as 'Vatican Valley'.
The hall at the Recreation Ground was the venue for combined sessions,
interspersed with choices from 11 workshop topics at different venues (old
church ( 1876), church hall, pub etc.). It is difficult to write this report
because the writer chose 3 of the workshop topics, meaning that 8 were
missed. A few of the planned workshops could not be run because it rained.
This may have disappointed some who enrolled in those sessions but the
locals were ecstatic! While this was May, I wouldn't like to be there when it
is really cold. Local hospitality and catering made this conference quite
memorable - especially the Woolshed dinner and bush dance afterwards.
The ongoing theme was History and Community Spirit and the History Trust
is to be congratulated for its organisation of topics and speakers . The
preamble from the conference encapsulates the agenda:
'Community Spirit is an essential ingredient in the development and prosperity
of a community. It creates a sense of pride, of identity and of belonging and
underpins the resilience of a community to meet new challenges.
For many communities it is like money in the bank, an incalculable resource to
be drawn on when required - accrued by success it becomes a valuable asset.
Our personal or institutional collections often record the very acts that represent
community spirit at work whether of a positive nature or not. The Conference
will examine the character of community spirit through both historical and
contemporary interpretations. The challenge for history practitioners will be to
keep history relevant to the community, not merely to exploit its tourist potential,
but as a way of developing identity, community pride and sustaining the
community into the future'.

Dr David Jones, Senior Lecturer in Landscape Architecture at the University of
Adelaide and passionate about his subject, was a captivating speaker.
We hear much of significant gardens in other places but less of our own
Burnside heritage. Dr Jones' address was a visual essay on gardens in S A with
much reference to Burnside. He travelled through the past century in decades,
speaking of the promment landscape designers whose mark can still be seen m
the fashions which they fow1ded. Through his slides, he illustrated the many
themes which recreated our heritage of garden history.

In the older villas of Medin die and elsewhere, we can see groups of birches,
favourites of Edna Walling; the grand old Araucarias which appear in Attunga
Garden and at Loreto, fom1erly 'The Acacias', planted by John Edney Brown.
Walter Bagot was the inspiration for many a Mt. Lofty garden. Elsie Cornish's
work throughout Adelaide earlier in the 1900s is commemorated still through her
design of many remaining gardens, and in particular the Pioneer Women's
Garden and the landscaping of the University of Adelaide.
The annual Royal Agricultural Show has been responsible for influencing garden
design in Adelaide through the model gardens sponsored by the nurseries. Dr.
Jones told also of the magazines which provide us with information in pictures
and text about gardens, now historic, and of well-known nurserymen familiar for
decades, like Ashby and Wollastan, Sewell, Kemp, Lasscock and Heyne, and the
Raywood Nursery at Bridgewater, famous for its claret ash. Others who have
promoted plants and gardens include Harold Greaves of the Adelaide Botanic
Gardens, Albert Felzer, Parks and Gardens Manager for the Adelaide City
Council, Ray Halliday in plaiming, Gavin Walkley and Brian Polomka in
architecture and, lately, Allan Correy who worked for the Mount Lofty Botanic
Gardens, and many owners of gardens in Adelaide, such as the Wilson and
Bonython families in Burnside a11d Leabrook.
DL Jones deserves our appreciation for a fascinating discussion of a subject
which gave pleasure to us all, to judge by the acclamation he received.
Barbara Crompton

Barbara Parker
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THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

HISTORY AND HERITAGE OF BROKEN HILL

Monday, 16 July 2001

Monday, 20 August 2001

At our meeting on the above date, addressed by Hon Jamie Irwin, MLC, our
speaker prefaced his address by saying how pleased he was to see again , after
some years , his friend and fonner colleague from the Tatiara District Council,
Deane Dinning, a member of our Society. Mr. Irwin praised Deane's abilities in
Council affairs, and his valued friendship over many years. [This tribute has
added poignancy when we remember Deane' s sudden death just five days later.]
Mr Irwin told us that after 12 years as a Member of the Legislative CoW1cil, he
lost his right to speak in the chamber four years ago when he was elected the
President, so tonight he intended to enjoy the experience I
We learnt that Governor Hindmarsh was the first President of the Legislative
CoW1cil in 1836: there were five appointed members. By 1855, there were eight
appointed and eight elected from 185 7 there have been the two Houses of
Parliament in South Australia. At first, only those who owned property were
eligible to vote for the Legislative Council but now every adult has that right.
The President is elected by the members. Jessie Cooper became the first woman
member in 1958; the same year Joyce Steele went to the House of Assembly.
The real meaning of the Westminster system is - the sovereign is the executive
arn1, the parliament is the legislative arm, and the courts the judicial ann.
Westminster democracy is not perfect, but is better than anything else. In
protocol tem1s, the President of the Legislative Cow1cil ranks No 3 in the state,
behind the Governor and the Chief Justice
Now that Parliament has voice-activated computers, no Hansard reporters are
needed With the use of the latest technology, perhaps in the future the sessions
will be audiovisual - everyone has the right to know what the legislators are
doing
Diplomats and High Commissioners visit almost weekly and trade visits,
parliament to parliament, are regularly undertaken

Joy Batt

The power is with the people.
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Greg Drev..,, our speaker, is an historian who has been involved for a
long time with the mining history of South Australia and ve1J1 helpful to
this society in Us support of the mines of Burnside. He will be leading
the Broken Hill excursion in October and his talk was a valuable guide
for the excursionists and ofgreat interest to the remainder of the
audience.

Greg spoke to a set of excellent historical slides, beginning with a jagged
ridge, 7.5 km. in length and 50 metres wide, the broken hill, containing
the main body of ore which has been the source of huge wealth to this
country. It is said to be the richest hill on earth. The top of the ore body
has been removed earning $60 billion in its time for several companies
which mined it for its silver, lead and zinc. The early pictures display a
rather sordid desert site with heaps of soil, rough tracks for bullock
drays and shanty huts gradually to be replaced as money flowed in.
There was not a tr·ace of the original saltbush to be seen.
In 1885 the BHP was formed from the original mining leases, pegged in
1883 with other companies taking over the southern and northern leases.
Early production was from shallow shafts but the discovery of a means
of timbering led to modern methods of mining to be introduced in the
early 1900s. A town was laid out in 1887, in grid form with a tramway
through and it began to replace the original shanty town, but it was
severely hampered by noxious fumes. By 1888 there were hotels and
huts for a population of 1100 and thereafter growth was speedy.
Buildings ofrich architectural merit to serve as hotels, banks and
housing remain as proof of a rich heritage from the mine. Extensive
vegetation has replaced the mullock heaps and barren slopes.
With the last mine due to close in 2005, the population has declined
from a peak of 31,000 in the 1950s to 22,000 today. Progress is being
made in recording the history of this famous city as a living museum and
a mining heritage site to secure its future in tourism.
Barbara Crompton
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EASTERN REGIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
BIENNIAL SEMINAR Saturday, 13 October 2001
There is still time to enrol for this stimulating and enjoyable day out.
The 2001 Eastern Regional Seminar will be hosted by the Mitcham Historical
Society at the Mitcham Village Institute on Saturday, 13 October.

THE ART OF DORRIT BLACK
Our March 2001 Newsletter contained an article on one of the many fine artists
who lived in the Burnside area , Dorrit Black. Rosemary Brown, one of our
members, kindly volunteered additional infonnation, and a copy of a small
Dorrit Black lino cut (below), which has the pencilled inscription in the artist's
writing The Conductor - Dorri! Black.

The theme for the Seminar is Footsteps from Federation - Our District and

Community.

The infonnation from Rosemary is as follows:

The chosen theme traces the changing face of our district and our communities
over the past 100 years . Each of the participating Historical Societies will
present an overview of what their district was like in 1901, the personalities who
played significant roles at that time, and of the changes and progress made since
then .

' Dorrit's mother was Jessie Clark, daughter of John Howard Clark of
Hazelwood Cottage. Jessie married an architect, Alfred Black. Dorrit would
have been brought up at Bell Yet on Hallett Road, Wattle Park. The house, after
change of ownership and name, eventually became a Convent of Mercy, but has
relatively recently been demolished for building blocks.

The conference will be opened by the Mayor of Mitcham, and then followed by
presentations from each of the eastern region local history societies, including
the Burnside Historical Society.

My mother and Dorrit were
close friends. I clearly remember
the fatal accident, and that they
were unable to get an ambulance for
over half an hour. Mrs. Hi.ibbe 's
school was not in Erindale
(as indicated in the Newsletter)
but in Statenborough Street,
Knightsbridge, now Leabrook.
The Burnside Historical Society
has marked the site with a plaque. '
Rosemary Brown

The venues include Mitcham Village Institute (built in 1870 and magnificently
restored in 1994) for main seminar sessions and displays by Historical Societies;
Mitcham Village Arts and Crafts Centre (adjoining the Institute) for displays
and photographic exhibition; St Michael's Anglican Church (opened in 1852)
where lunch will be served, followed by a tour of the building and a short recital
on the restored pipe organ; and Mitcham Heritage Research Centre (former
Mitcham Primary School opened in 1880) to inspect resources and view
exhibitions and demonstrations .
The all-inclusive cost of $25 (no concessions) includes all Seminar facilities,
lunch, organ recital, afternoon bus and walking tours (a comprehensive
selection), morning and afternoon refreshments, and viewing of displays.

An application form was included in our June Newsletter. If you have mislaid it,
please ring Charles Cornwall (Chair, Mitcham Historical Society) on
8278 6488.
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF AUSTRALIAADELAIDE OFFICE
The National Archives has an office in each State and Territory capital.
l11e Archives are full of amazing things Files, photographs, posters, maps,
films, audio tapes and electronic records comprise the vast collection of
Commonwealth government records.
l11e National Archives Reading Room in Adelaide is located at 78 A.ngas Street
(comer of Chancery Lane), Adelaide . It opens Monday to Friday from 9 am to
4 30 pm . Tel. 8409 8400.
In Adelaide, the holdings can keep you on track with the Commonwealth
railways, the ups and downs ofWoomera and the defence establishment, more
than a tipple of the wine and brandy trade, and a bountiful collection of
trademarks that just sell themselves I
The Archives also have significant collections of pre-Federation records covering
customs, shipping, post and telegraph, meteorology, lighthouses, plans of public
buildings, quarantine, naturalisation, patents and copyright They even have
paybooks carried by soldiers in World War IJI
Researchers in the reading room will enjoy comfortable facilities and access to
the internet, computers and microfilm. By using the free resources and personal
services offered by the archives, visitors can learn how to explore the records to
start their family history or research a favourite topic. However, before visiting,
it is suggested that people first telephone about the material m which they are
interested l11is may save time by allowing the Archives staff to conduct a
preliminary search.

CARING FOR YOUR WARTIME MEMORABILIA
The above is the title of a 34-page booklet, which is a guide to preserving your
family's heritage items . It is free upon application to the Commonwealth
Department of Veterans' Affairs, Canberra , ACT 2001
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THE MAGILL STONE MINES
Readers may be familiar with the more well-known Stony/ell and Glen
Osmond Mines. The following article on the existence of the Magill Stone
Mines increases our knowledge of the mining heritage of Burnside.
The mines are situated on Section 1083, on a council reserve at the north-east
comer of the City of Burnside, near Wyfield Road, Wattle Park, overlooking the
Penfold Estate.
This reserve is relatively unknown but affords a channing walk rewarded with
city views when one climbs to the top of the rise. It is best reached from the top
of Mary Penfold Drive, and then follow the rough track through the olives and
up the hill.
Though minor in the history of mining in South Australia, the Magill Stone
Mines and their associated local indigenous flora are worthy of our attention and
restoration, as part of the heritage of the Magill area.
The mines are recorded on the State Heritage Register. Burnside Council's
Biodiversity Unit have started clearing olives and weeds which threaten a stand
of mallee box (E.porosa), rare to this area, as well as many groundcover plants.
An old olive ground is situated below the spur on which the mines are to be
found.
On the site are small open quarries which produced freestone and slate with
some copper lode. There are adits which have been driven into the hillside, one,
in private property, fom1ing a large cavern. The bluestone product was regarded
very highly by local builders, and for a time 16 men were employed on the site.
Until 1856 the Magill Stone Mines was the only group providing freestone and
bluestone for building, metal for roads, and some copper lode found in ironstone
fonnation.
From 1855 to 185 8 the land appears on the Burnside Council rate books as 92
acres, open land. 92 acres was the average size of a Section in those early days,
and the mines occupy a small part of the Section.
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Before the Burnside Council came into existence, the land was under the aegis of
the East Torrens Council. In 1859 it was described as partly open land until
1866, when it was owned by David Packham, occupied by CR. Penfold and
described as enclosed land. Dr. Penfold was presumably taking up more land
for planting vines, and by 1856 had named various of his paddocks, including
the Quarry Paddock, below the Mines. The Stonyfell Olive Company's
plantation of 1873 was also situated in close proximity.
The Packham family were well known for their business activities, including
Finniss's Mill, and the mining companies in Burnside.
William Packham later became a Member of Parliament For the whole of this
period, the rated annual value was between £20 and £25. In 1855 , the property
was advertised in the 'Register' to be let, 'application to Sam!. Berry at
Register chambers'.
Magill Stone Mines provided bluestone for some local houses and road-making
stone, but competition from the much larger mines at Stonyfell and Glen
Osmond soon resulted in the closure of the mines in this small area.
Barbara Crompton

THANK YOU
The Society expresses thanks to members Deane Dinning (deceased), Helen
James, John Love, Elaine Smyth and Brian Ward for their work and expertise in
arranging the splendid display of historical photographs for the opening of the
Community Centre on 8 July. Thanks also to John Clark who created interest in
the Glen Osmond Mines by appearing in his miner's outfit. The display, and
John's costume, resulted in an informative presentation to members of the
public.
If you missed seeing the photos on the day, they will be on view for a longer
period at the Burnside historical display being set up at Pepper Street Arts
Centre, 558 Magill Road, Magill (comer of Magill Road and Pepper Street)
See overleaf for more information.
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PEPPER STREET ARTS CENTRE
The Pepper Street Arts Centre is a cultural initiative of the City of Burnside, and
is located at 558 Magill Road, Magill (comer of Magill Road and Pepper
Street).
Originally housed in the back section of the charming nineteenth century
schoolhouse established in 1855 as the Magill Primary School, the Arts Centre
now embraces the whole of the original school building, through the generosity
of the City of Burnside. The Council is to be congratulated on its support for
such an important cultural and community development.
The Arts Centre was opened in 1995 by sculptor and painter John Dowie.
It provides a selection of original and affordable South Australian art and fine
craft, including leadlight, watercolours, solar prints, jewellery, children's toys,
textiles, silverwork, slumped glass, leatherwork, recycled wooden furnishings,
and much more. It has regular exhibitions by established and emerging artists.
Because of the heritage significance of the building, the Arts Centre has enlisted
the help of the Burnside Historical Society to establish a display of historic items
and photographs. Such a display not only deepens the historic role of the
building, but it makes our heritage more widely known to the community.
The Pepper Street Arts Centre, 558 Magill Road, Magill, is open Tuesday to
Friday, 12 noon to 4 pm, and Saturdays and Sundays 2 pm - 5 pm.
Tel. 8364 6154. It incorporates a Coffee Shop selling delicious refreshments .

OUT AND ABOUT
Our Country: Australian Federation Landscapes 1900-1914
At the Art Gallery of South Australia, North Terrace, Adelaide from
14 September to 18 November 2001. Admission charge applies.
An exhibition to stir pride, a celebration of our sunburn country, sweeping plains
and rugged mow1tain ranges.
Drawn from public and private collections around Australia, these 100 splendid
and beautiful paintings will be reinstated within the discourse of Australian art
history. Displayed together they reveal how at the dawn of the twentieth
century, a number of Australian artists created memorable landscapes - images
attuned to the newly-federated and invigorated nation. The Federation landscape
- rural or newly urban - was created by artists filled with a great sense of
occasion.
Foremost among the Federation artists were Frederick McCubbin, W.C
Piguenit, Walter Withers, JJ. Hilder, Arthur Streeton and Hans Heysen.
TI1e majority of them extracted the intrinsic Australian elements found in the
landscape - the monumental giant eucalypts, the expansive oceans, grand
Australian rivers and awe-inspiring rugged mountain ranges.
This new look at landscapes painted from 1900 to 1914 aims to revive an
appreciation for this important but neglected aspect of Australian art history.

Wednesdays at One - 3 October 2001, 1 pm - 2 pm
Alan Smith, the current Director of Carrick Hill, and a former Director of the
Maritime Museum at Port Adelaide, will speak on Books in my Life at the
above function organised by the Friends of the State Library. Due to the
redevelopment of the Library, the venue for this talk will be the Function Room
of the Art Gallery. Admission charge applies.
'Friends as Advocates' Conference in Canberra, 3-6 October
The above conference will be held at the National Museum of Australia,
Canberra. 'Friends' /members of cultural, heritage, historical or environmental
organisations will hear a range of ideas by noted speakers on how to further the
Enquiries: V (02) 6281 6624.
aims of their group or organisation
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An Evening with Harry Lew and The Five Walking Sticks, 6 pm, Tuesday,
30 October at Carrick Hill, 46 Carrick Hill Drive, Springfield
Knowing the interest of our members in all things historical, the Carrick Hill
Development Foundation invites us to the above exciting and tmique event.
Harry Lew, noted Melbourne eye surgeon and author, will talk about his latest
book The Five Walking Sticks. This rollicking tale, set in the most
multicultural city on earth, marvellous Melbourne of the late 19th century, the
product of a gold rush, develops the ideas which energised Australia on the eve
of Federation.
Harry will tell us about the adventures of Maurice Brodsky - Australia's first
great investigative journalist, the highly educated, multilingual, illegitimate son
of a Russian multi-millionaire Learn how Maurice exposed the fraudulent
behaviour of Melbourne's leading politicians and businessmen, the land
boomers.
Amaze at how he campaigned - against mandatory sentencing and racism - for
women's rights, Asian immigration and Aboriginal reconciliation; hear of his
concern for the epidemic of suicide, and for gun control. The Maurice Brodsky
story makes us wonder where the rest of Australia has been, this last century,
that we still fight for these issues.
Thrill at how Maurice was arrested as a German spy during the Franco-Prussian
War - how he was ship-wrecked in Bass Strait - how he smuggled himself into
Darlinghurst Prison to interview Captain Moonlight before his trial and
embarrassed the Parkes Government - how he covered the capture of Ned Kelly how he survived the San Francisco earthquake, and how he was in Sarajevo the
day Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated. Meet other notable figures in
Australian history such as Alfred Deakin, Marcus Clarke, Tom Roberts, J.F.
Archibald, David Syme, Vida Goldstein and more.
Copies of the book, signed by the author, are available for purchase on the night
at $30 a soft-back copy inc GST. (Cash or cheque only.)

Light refreshments, including wine and soft drinks are included in the ticket
price of $18 (Friends of Carrick Hill and Foundation Members) and
$22 (Others). GST included.
Bookings essential.
For tickets: 1it 8379 3163.
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BESIDE THE SEASIDE
Since its opening in January 2001, more than 30,000 visitors to the Bay
Discovery Centre, Glenelg, have made an interactive journey into the history of
Holdfast Bay - and many are coming back for return visits .
The interior of historic Glenelg Town Hall has been transformed into an exciting
centre that explores Holdfast Bay's role as the site of early European settlement
in South Australia, its links with Federation, and the State's beachside lifestyle.
Manager, Marianne Nonna.n, is delighted with the way the centre has been
embraced by the c01m11w1ity. 'For me the best part about the project is the
volunteers; they make visitors feel immediately welcome and comfortable about
exploring the interpretive centre', she says.
The volw1teers, mostly from local suburbs, are an integral part of the immediate
success of the !3ay Discovery Centre. 'I was amazed at the strong community
feeling with the volunteers showing great pride in their area. And they aren't all
people who have lived here forever, we even have 19-year old volunteers', says
Marianne. She has plans to involve them in an oral history project with local
residents.

I CULTURAL INDULGENCE TO SALUTE THE PAST
It is billed as a wonderful journey of exploration: of sunny days and amazing
adventures.
Of sailing trips on tall ships, cliff-top walks, weekend festivals, art exhibitions,
new sculptures, science lectures and other extravaganzas.
Encounter 2002 will be the State's first bicentennial event and promises all of
these and more to commemorate an historic meeting 200 years ago between two
of the world's greatest explorers of the times - Englishman Matthew Flinders
and Frenchman Nicolas Baudin off Encounter Bay.
The event is promoted as the coming together of three worlds - French, English
and Indigenous cultures in 1802, but celebrations promise a unique cultural and
historic indulgence from February to April next year.
They were rival 19th century voyages of discovery of New Holland and the
captains met by sheer coincidence off Kangaroo Island on April 8, 1802. Their
countries were at war, but the men had a friendly meeting and exchanged their
scientific knowledge and findings .

Closely associated with the History Centre at Ringwood (Vic.), the Bay
Discovery Centre will display items from its eclectic collection in the changing
exhibitions program on the mezzanine level. But not all displays will be
historical; contemporary visual arts will also have their place.

It was a meeting of fate, too . That day, April 8, 1802, was when Matthew
Flinders revealed to Baudin that he had beaten him to map the SA coast. It
would be British-claimed land, although another 34 years would pass before the
fi rst free colony in Australia was established here .

Marianne has just returned from the Museums Australia Conference in Canberra
confident that the Bay Discovery Centre is on the correct track and represents
the new face of museums in Australia.

' rt was a meeting that decided the fate of South Australia, which could have been
Napoleon's land and a French colony', says SA Museum Director Tim Flannery.

Have you been to the Bay Discovery Centre yet?

Details of events and celebrations connected with Encounter 2002 will be
publicised in the media .

[Source: Artstate, Adelaide, Issue 18, Winter 2001, p.8.]

!Source (abridged): The Advertiser, 1 September 2001, p. 44.]
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FURTHER TO THE STORY OF HAZELWOOD
COTTAGE
In the June 2001 edition of this newsletter, Rosemary Brown wrote
about her grandfather's house on Howard Tee.which was passed in at
auction at the time of her article. There was the possibility that this
historic cottage would be demolished as it had not been heritage listed
and there was no mention of its heritage value in the agent's advertising.
I telephoned him and sent him a short history and he was very
sympathetic. He promptly tidied it by removing recent extensions and
even bricked up exposed openings and whitewashed the walls, revealing
a glimpse of its original charm. Eventually he found a sympathetic buyer
who is interested to renovate in keeping with its architectural period.
Working with the Burnside Council's Planning Department, we sent the
history to the owner who lives in Switzerland and obtained comments
from Elizabeth Vines, part author of our Burnside Heritage Survey, on
an acceptable manner of adding suitable garaging and other needs. She
was surprised that it was never on the heritage list, as it should have
been, but owners have to submit their own properties and they are not
always willing. It is a delight to know that it will survive.
Barbara Crompton

SUPPER ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2002
Tiiank you to those people who responded to the request at our August meeting
for helpers to be rostered (just once a year!) when we resume supper at the
conclusion of our monthly meetings in 2002.
We still need a few more names - ma le or female . The duties are light, including
setting out the crockery and other provisions, etc . If you would like to volunteer
just one evening a year, we will be able to complete our rnster. Of course, we
also need a co-ordinator to assi st in establishing the roster system.

If you can help, either as a suppe r helper or co-ordinator, please advise our
Secretary, Elaine Smyth "it 8332 80 19 or speak to her at a meeting.

!WANTED - GUIDES FOR THE GLEN OSMOND MINES
Our Society is looking for people to become occasional guides for the historic
Glen Osmond mines . Tours arc held on the third Sunday of every month, but
each guide would be needed for only one or two tours per year. Full training,
including First Aid, is given and a ll equipment is supplied by the City of
Burnside. Guides work in pai rs , and a high level of safety is maintained. If you
are interested, please contact John Cla rk 'if 8331 7582.

THEN AND NOW
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members who have joined our Society since
publication of the previous Newsletter:
Doreen Hartley of Glen Osmond
Kath and Tony Auld of Loxton
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TRAFFIC OFFENCES - 1936
In the 'Law Courts ' reports of The Advertiser, Thursday, 30 January, 1936, it is
interesting to read th e nature of the offences for which convictions had been
recorded on the previou s day before Mr. R.J. Combe, SM. The fines vary from
five shillings to one pound, with costs from ten shillings to a pound.
Convictions were recorded fo r the following traffic offences:
No registration disc.
Failure to keep to th e left .
Ineffective hooter.
Passing traffic on the wrong side.
Unnecessary noise.
.
plate
trader's
of
use
Unlawful
headlights .
Dazzling
.
Insufficiently illuminated number plate
No lights on cycle.
No name and address on tru ck.
Ineffective silencer.
19
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Glen Osmon d
Mine Tours
The Old Toll Gate, Mount Barker Road

Regular tours of these historic mines which are classified on the Register of
the National Estate are conducted by the Burnside Historical Society on
the third Sunday of each month at l .45pm.
Special tours can also be arranged on weekdays for school groups, etc.

Tours start at the Burnside Council Chambers and include stops at some
historic points en route to and from the mines.

Betore the tour commences, bookings and payments must be made at the
Community Services Department of the Burnside Council. Ph: 8366 4224
Mine tours are limited to 18 people, except for school groups.

Note:

Walking shoes with enclosed toes mus{be worn - no sandals.
Family Groups are welcome but parents are responsible for the
control of their children.
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